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Date: 10/08-2020
Title: Back again
Comment: We are back at school, we had to sneak us in at school and because it wasnt really 
open, but got into the library, and tried to make a plan. when we made it it felt clear, but by the 
time i was home, i didnt really know how to start working. What we think we know is that it is 
supposed to be about histories, how to tell and handle history, and what to do with it. 



Date: 11/08-2020
Title: Real world and hero
Comment: We visited Økern senteret. Pind up at a door  we found the story of why Deeyah 
 Khan had to go to England in the early 2000. She made some really good films in the last years 
and we have always thought she is really vise. She is our hero! It must be a sign! 



Date: 11/08-2020
Title: Real world and room 2
Comment: The other room was also in the basement, the entrance was behind a blue container 
house for UNIBUS drivers. We felt trapped in both places. We told here that our interest was to 
build big things. She looks at us and ask «like a model workshop?». We sad Yes or maybe. We 
had the feeling that we where part of plan to make this area in to a hip and cool place. She had 
to go to the meeting but told us to be in touch.



Date: 11/08-2020
Title: Real world and room 1
Comment: The lady from Leva told us that it was maybe possible that we could use to big room 
in the basement at Økern sentret, but she was late for a meeting so she didn’t have time to show 
us. One room was in the narrow passage on the vest side of Økersenteret. 



Date: 11/08-2020
Title: Real world and a small pizzeria 
Comment: A small pizza restaurant in between all the old and new electric cars at a parking lot 
on the other side of the road from Økern senteret. Tree kids sat on the floor in front of the restu-
arant and scared a big pizza in the evening sun. 



Date: 14/08-2020
Title: Real world og school/theory bobble
Comment: A paraticipation office who works with økern senter called and offered us to a place 
to work, exhibit and have workshops. we are still wondering what the catch is. 



Date: 14/08-2020
Title: Real world og school/theory bobble
Comment: We are conctantly wondering how to grasp pur particippation at økernsenteret with 
the work that is going on there. How to handle the real world of commercial participation work 
in the area, the thoeretical and ideological work that is all mashed together at økern and in our 
dilpoma. 



Date: 25/8-2020
Title: regular everyday
Comment: We didnt really handle what to do with økern, we went to school and made our work-
place and started writing questions for people. Witch question is oimportant to ask to get the big 
picture of housing and homes. 



Date: 26/08-2020
Title: Stina reading Heresies: A Feminist Publication on Art and Politics from the 1980’s. 
Comment: We found the magazine last semester. A lot of interesting articles. 



Date: 26/08-2020
Title: Book
Comment: Speaking og buildings - Oral history in Architectural research. Edited by Janina 
Gosseye, Naomi Stead, Deborah von der Plaat. We read the first chapter. It was what we have 
been looking for, for a long time. 



Date: 27/8-2020
Title: Schools history
Comment: We try to find out the schools history of women in educationsal possitions. its seems 
to be a lost story. 



Date: 27/8-2020
Title: Come on, Girls
Comment: we come across this old paper once again after emailing, and recognize again how 
nice elisabeth tostrups  writes about the importance of broad representation in architectural 
edutation as well as in the profesionell life. 



Date: 27/8-2020
Title: Our home
Comment: We are trying to draw places from our own homes and childhood homes to try to 
figure out how to be a part of the starting point. we have a history and what is that. how is that 
important for the approch?



Date: 27/8-2020
Title: Our grandmother
Comment: In an atempt to see out own housing view through our own history we write one examples 
og the housing history from one of our grandmother. We see that we write to different kind of story. 
One is more personal, storytelling, about the place, wile the other is less descriptive out the homes, 
but more about the family history and economical situations as a determinator for the situation. 



Date: 27/08-2020
Title: Drawing from my grandmothers home from when she was kid 
Comment:



Date: 28/8-2020
Title: Interviewing ourself
Comment: We are still trying to grasp how people will understand out questions abour homes 
and what kind of views we may get, we answer all off our inteded question. 



Date: 28/08-2020
Title: Interviewing myself 
Comment: Harder than I thought. 



Date: 28/08-2020
Title: First interview
Comment: Drinking Ice coffee and talking for to hours. He is the easiest person to interview in 
the whole world.  



Date: 29/8-2020
Title: common entence of the boats
Comment: went on a boat and thought about the diversity of people in the street for the boats. There 
are many different approches to have a boat. Economical, enviromental, socially etc. This difference 
doesnt exist in the same way in a housing block. What do that do, that you divide the halloway with 
everchanging naighbours in the way you do on a boat? we figure out that we want to talk to someone.



Date: 30/8-2020
Title: chair on crisis to crisis
Comment: We build a chair and talk about ”architecture of everyday ” and ”the sex of archite-
cture”.  



Date: 31/8-2020
Title: His parents chairs
Comment: We have our first interview and try to draw some of the stories we get. 



Date: 31/08-2020
Title: Drawing from the first interview.
Comment: All the muses on the way to school. 



Date:31/8-2020
Title: His future stool
Comment: We draw and try to build a stool as a kind of translation of the interview and the 
persons style and stories. 



Date: 31/08-2020
Title: Chairs from last semester
Comment: Some of the chairs from last semester are going back to school to be part of a small 
exhibition.



Date: 1/9-2020
Title: Bring your self-made chair
Comment: we as a part of tuesday gallery arrange an exhibition of chairs that student at the 
school has made outside at the schools lawn. We want to furnish the school ground. We contri-
bute with three chairs. 



Date: 1/9-2020
Title: Eight Sheets as the project
Comment: We feel that we are flying between everything we want to do and that we lack focus 
on what the most important is. So we make eight sheets one of each content that we want to 
work on. we find out that it is more three kategories with practical and theoretical views. 



Date: 2/9-2020
Title: politicising school
Comment: Thiis-Evensen argues in aftenposten that aho needs to keep the abc-education as a 
start for the degree at aho. We cant loos picasso, piranesi and all the other ”geniuses”. We are 
very upset. 



Date: 3/09-2020
Title: The third eye/Alternative referanse list
Comment: We try to make an alternative referanse list, so it would be easier to have a pear of 
extra eyes when we need it. 



Date: 3/9-2020
Title: Husbanken
Comment: We read about the idea of husbanken. We find out that it is something taht is cald 
Statens byggeskikkutvalg, (the State Building Code Committee(?)) The text goes through the 
different ideas of what qualities is. What is the demands from people and officials in architecure 
fields. 



Date: 3/09-2020
Title: Article 
Comment: Husbanken, eneboligen og folket (2006 PLAN) by Gry Eliesen. She discussing the 
problems around what Husbanken calls «god byggeskikk».



Date: 4/09-2020
Title: Artikkel fra Mogens Thorsens og Hustrus Stiftelse
Comment: A house at Frogner in Oslo for old ladies without a partner. You have to be between 
60- 70 when you move in to the house. All apartments are the same size and they have different 
types of common room that they share. 



Date: 5/9-2020
Title: ABC is power
Comment: We try to write a respons to Thiis-Evensen. Its very hard. But it feels important to 
talk about that the abc-education allready is politics. We want to have more than white european 
men in the readinglist in the groundyears at school. 



Date: 6/09-2020
Title: Vindens veier by Nils-Aslak Valkeapää (1980)
Comment: A long poem about the history of the sami people. The text has an enormous flow 
and takes you trough time and landscapes. It is fascinating in many ways but what stroked me 
the most was the way the text and the drawings related and always took the story to a new level.



Date: 7/9-2020
Title:what has the pandemic taught us abbout what a good home is? 
Comment: We discuss the post in aftenposten about what is the quealites in todays homes. Wich  
values is stated for homes today and before?



Date: 7/09-2020
Title: Økern portalen
Comment: Trying to read Økern portalen webside really seriously. The say it will be like «lille 
Grünerløkka». 



Date: 7/09-2020
Title: Løren og Økern. Veiledende plan for det offentlige rom (PBE 2014)
Comment: PBE writes that Økern should be part of the lower parts of Grorudalen. This way of 
seeing Økern is not possible to find in Økern Sentrum ANS written material. 



Date: 8/9-2020
Title:Social sustanibility
Comment: In the exploration of what økern is and how to approch it we come across so many 
reports and papers who include the word sustanibility and identity. What is that and what do we 
include in the word sustanibility. how can we demand all the parts of sustanibility when its often 
is decreased with ”thinking green”. 



Date: 9/09-2020
Title: Map with commenced planning matters (påbegynte plansaker) and ongoing construction 
work (pågående byggesaker). 
Comment: Trying to grasp all the things happening on Økern. Who is build what where and 
what is already planed and so on. 



Date: 9/09-2020
Title: Pbe vs Økern sentrum ANS
Comment: In Pbe Vpor there are many maps that in a very simpel way try to push the plans in 
the right direction. An example is a map where they show how good the material and detailing 
should be in the different areas. On Økern sentrum the same things are presented in big words 
and glossy pictures. 



Date: 10/9-2020
Title:Qualities at future Økern. 
Comment: This picture is supposed to express what qualities the planes of the centre of økern 
can promis the inhabitans and neighbourhood. How can you promiss this, how can identity be 
promised?



Date: 10/09-2020
Title: New peace at Økern 
Comment: So cool. 



Date: 10/09-2020
Title: Østre Aker Kirke
Comment: You cane see Østre Aker church from Økern senter. It looks like a view from somew-
here else in the city. We talk about this picture we understood that we should use more time at 
Økern. 



Date: 10/09-2020
Title: Coffee with Bengt from Nomad at Cafe Provence 
Comment: It was a good talk. He thought that we had startet our one firm. So he was first surpri-
sed that we still went to school. He was a bit confused in the begging. The rest of the conversati-
on he tried to tell us how to develop our project and we asked a lot of questions about the world 
outside school. In the end we got confused. He asked what kind of collaboration we where 
thinking of. In the end it was a business meeting.  



Date: 11/09-2020
Title: Bookreview: The norwegian home
Comment: The review points out that she really talks about housing not the homes, and that its a 
big difference. 



Date: 12/09-2020
Title: kiosk at økern
Comment: after the meeting with bengt in Nomad (planoffice) we try to find a way to move 
our house to økern to make a kiosk. A kiosk so we can talk to people who is using økern at the 
moment. a way to get the oral history of økern instead of reading about it. 



Date: 12/09-2020
Title: view to the new part of oslo
Comment: This is løren, økerns new nabour. Its dark, tall, tight of space and difficult for inhabi-
tants to find their place. In front we is økern caotic car-carousell. 



Date: 12/09-2020
Title: Its a kiosk
Comment: We drink a soda at the kisok of ”pizzabus” at økern. Its local and been there for a 
long time. the short time we are there, there are several people, obviously been there before, 
ordering pizza. From one of the regular costumers we get the story of the kiosk, that was moved 
from oslo s, when oslo s were upgraded. 



Date: 13/09-2020
Title: unbuild
Comment: we take our house/ office down into parts with the plan of moving it, eighter to 
school, or (if possible) to økern. 



Date: 13/09-2020
Title:easy
Comment: its easy to take it down both practically and emotionally because we want to use it 
for this project as a it was never anything final for the last project, but an atempt. 



Date: 13/09-2020
Title:new house 
Comment: we want to use the house eighter as part to a new house/model or the same hosue 
again. 



Date: 13/09-2020
Title: resting
Comment: Now the house is packed inside plastic and waiting for new plans. 



Date: 14/09-2020
Title: two districts
Comment: We try på nderstand økern through maps, but it seems to be very difficult. This map 
is schowing one simple thinh. The spot we ar interested in is actually seperated into two districts 
in oslo: bjerke and grunerløkka. we dont know what thats means. 



Date: 14/09-2020
Title: antother abstract map
Comment: this map is supposed to show the simple way of differencing with hardcore industry 
and housing. our spot at økern is in the middle of the grey part. 



Date: 18/09-2020
Title:listening to last semester
Comment: We listned to the two hours of last semester final review. it is really interesting to 
remember how we articulated the final stuff, but even more how precice the other 6 supervisers 
have so different but spesific take on what we do. Suddenly it, again, feels alot like we have 
something to continue working on. 



Date: 21/09-2020
Title: dinner
Comment: We invite two really cool professors at school to dinner, to talk about some difficult 
and slow systems and discussions about feminism in architecture. They both represent another 
generation, but also as historians, are a part of writing architectural history. 



Date: 21/09-2020
Title: His stool
Comment: We finish an interviewers stool, to finish our atempts of translation. 



Date: 21/0-2020
Title: Confused
Comment: We are really confused about what the prosject is and how we are working on it. The 
scales, themes, direction is mixed and chinging all the time. Its exhausting. 



Date: 22/0-2020
Title:this weeks økern
Comment: we go to a spot at økern, to look and to hang out and drink cofee. we end up at e 
sculpturespot, sort of in the middle of a roundabout. we discuss the difference between housing 
and home. maybee this is what the project is about. 



Date: 22/09-2020
Title: The kiosk 
Comment: We discuss the pizzabuzz as a kiosk, as a type in the city that is pushed out. we be-
live its a place that is not replaced, and is a picture of the inperfect part of the city, taht we also 
need!



Date: 22/09-2020
Title: kisok at prediploma
Comment: We remember we dicussed and talked alot about the type ”the kiosk” in oslo, as a 
representative for a lost thing in the city. we walked around in the city to go to the kisosk we 
knew, but everyone was gone. Now there are only narvesen and deli de luca.



Date: 22/09-2020
Title:Grandmothers
Comment: We write and draw from our  two grandmothers homes, as a way of understanding 
and telling where we are coming from. this is my grandmothers yekllow and orange kitchen. 



Date: 23/09-2020
Title: A plan
Comment: we clean up our space, put everything we have made on the wall and alanlyze what 
it is and somehow figure out that the project needs to be more precice and concrete, because that 
is how we really can comment and express our opinions about the themes we work with. 



Date: 23/09-2020
Title: 
Comment: in the line of conretecizing we make a rough siteplan of økern. By that we spesify 
our are we are working with. 



Date: 23/09-2020
Title:Theory and poetry
Comment: Audre Lorde talks about the old idea of placing feelings in peoptry and knowledge 
in theory. Its floating and both is important in both. she also tells amazing stories from icecoled 
and confusing trips to Russia. 



Date: 24/09-2020
Title: This is Økern
Comment: We work with the siteplan as we work with everything else: it consists of theory and 
poetry. But this is even more an intrepretation of økern. How we have experienced it and what 
is there. 



Date: 25/09-2020
Title:  We need neighbourhoods.
Comment:This is awonderful drawing made by Christa barlinn korvald. Its for a magazine and 
she wrote: oslo needs neighborhoods, stairwells where you visit each other, gardens you share, 
a general ban on fences, guards and private piers, we need a new social housing policy. Its a 
fantastic drawing and a really important wish for the city. We should all striwe for this. 



Date: 25/09-2020
Title: Bygården book
Comment: This is a really nice book. a sociological investigation into a block at torshov. the 
book is stories about dreams, reality and housing politics.  



Date: 25/09-2020
Title:book of FFF
Comment: We printed the log form last semester: the book of people, feminism and fantacy. its 
our first book, that looks like a book, it was fun. 



Date: 28/09-2020
Title: Cappuchino from 3rd floor
Comment: A guy who works at school come with cappuchino and sparkling water wile we were 
at the workshop just to be nice, it made us so happy. 



Date: 28/09-2020
Title: Økern in model
Comment: We built the houses we know at økern and we placed our photos from the site on the 
model. The scale is a bit wierd and it look kind of caotic, put at the same; it might contain more 
information to understand the complexity of the site. 



Date: 29/09-2020
Title: The ouse in a new scale
Comment: We built a model of our house/office, with the thought of making use of the parts of 
the house in another context. This is kind of a representative of us, and the architecture/easthe-
tics that became of the last introverted semester.  how do we use this now?



Date: 29/09-2020
Title: Fett, a feminist magazine 
Comment: this number of the magazine is about homes, and contain alot of nice essays about 
the home. about politics of living, the alternative ways of livning, our messy apartments and our 
shitty aparments. refering both to todays situation and thinking about it in an historic view. 



Date: 1/10-2020
Title: First presentation 
Comment: It was so good to present the project! So nervous! But it’s good to say things out 
loud, first then it’s possible to see if it makes sense and all the howls. There was a lot of howls 
and we have to figure out the reason why we are doing stuff. Why Økern? Why apartments?



Date: 
Title:
Comment: 

Date: 01/10-2020
Title: first talk 
Comment: We present our project so far to three sensors that havent seen any of our work befo-
re. We present the prosject through five different attemts of reaching what the prosject really is. 
It is a really good talk and the sensors understand what we are trying to do we think, and now 
we understand that we have to choose a way. 



Date: 5/10-2020
Title: A chair 
Comment: New way of sketching: 3D. 



Date: 
Title: 
Comment: 

Date: 06/10-2020
Title: Dinner about history and feminism
Comment: We have invited mari hvattum and elisabeth seip, two badass proffesors in archite-
ctural history to talk with us about the slow work of feminism in architecture, to help uus figure 
out how to formulate what we think to arkitektur N. It is a really nice dinner with talking for 
hours about finding and writing history, feminism in architecural teaching and practicec. so 
good, even though we were soooo nervous before. 



Date: 6/10-2020
Title: 
Comment: 



Date: 
Title:Its a mess
Comment: Its a mess on the desk put maybe a bit less mess in the project looking back a month 
ago, when we were complelty confused. 



Date: 08/10-2020
Title: multiple use for the hall
Comment: We make a furniture that can be used for sitting, table, storage and haning of jacket 
to onw of the interwivee thats both maximalistic and minimalistic at the same time. 



Date: 09/10-2020
Title: the dream about folkekunst
Comment: our thought float away a moment in this boot about folkekunst, folk art. amazing 
stair. 



Date: 9/10-2020
Title: Chair for interview 1
Comment: We finished a practical and unpractical chair. A minimalistic and a maximalistic 
chair. 



Date: 11/10-2020
Title: Interview with Lene Schmith 
Comment: We interview Lene Schmidt, a really cool sosiolog and architect who has been rese-
arching lhow we live and how our homes are. (bokvalitet). We talk about the lack of claim in 
dwlling development and the lack of claiming social sustanibility. She is one of the women we 
found ”hidden” in the public managment. 



Date: 12/10-2020
Title: Preparing for interview with Lene Schmidt
Comment: It’s hard to now if the quietens we are writing are too small and too specific ore too 
big and too general. We talk and talked. It feels like we are writing the same thing over over, 
just for different people. 



Date: 13/10-2020
Title: Interview with Lene Schmidt with flowers
Comment: She was so cool. We sent her the quietens the day before and she had written down 
the answers to all quietens: one a4 per answer. She almost interviewed her self. It was a big span 
in the things she talked about; from the closet for the vacuum cleaner to city planning. It seemt 
to be connected in a very easy way in her head. So good. 



Date: 13/10-2020
Title: Grønnsaker
Comment: 



Date: 14/10-2020
Title: ALL DIGITAL
Comment: We receve news about the presentation, that its going to be all digital, and there will 
be no exhibition. It sucks!! But we decide to just work as we planned and want- build big and 
do what we think we can learn something new from. 



Date: 16/10-2020
Title: A cool window
Comment: A nice detail around the window. It’s not too often you see on detailing like that on 
the side of the window. 



Date: 16/10-2020
Title: Bra lampe moss
Comment: 



Date: 18/10-2020
Title: Bra lys
Comment: 



Date: 19/10-2020
Title:Moving house
Comment: Our fathers help us move our old house from the garden to the school. So now we 
have lots of good materials, buth clean plates, but also alot of ornament. 



Date: 19/10-2020
Title: Mønster
Comment: 



Date: 19/10-2020
Title: Dog
Comment: 



Date: 20/10-2020
Title: Husbankens minimum requirements
Comment: we find and go through the mimum reguiremewnts from the Husbank from 2000, this 
was removed with the libaral housing politics by current primeminister. This is the minimum 
requirements of a to room apartment for lifelong staying. Its so many things that we cant find in 
the aparments that is made today. so much has happened in 20 years. 



Date: 21/10-2020
Title:Minimal requirement appartment 
Comment: we sketch up an apartment that follows al the minimal requirements. 



Date: 20/10-2020
Title: In Byggehallen
Comment: we move into byggehallen to build up portraits of the people we interviewed about 
homes. 



Date: 20/10-2020
Title: Candlestick
Comment: scetch of a candlestick we might make. 



Date: 20/09-2020
Title: Balkong
Comment: 



Date: 20/10-2020
Title: Balkong
Comment: 



Date: 21/10-2020
Title: Apartment on the floor
Comment: Using tape, we draw up the minimum requierment apartment in byggehallen. in a 
way, we try to furnish the apartment with the built interviews. we also tape a typical two roomes 
apartment from today, built close to økern. 



Date: 
Title: interview number 4
Comment: We have the lst and fourth interview about home. The interview lasts for three hours 
and in manage only to ask four questions. He sais it himself he is the king of talking. he loves 
talking to people and has an oppinion about everything. Its really exhiting and he tells us alot of  
interesting storys from today and ”the old days”. 



Date: 21/10-2020
Title: Økern senteret
Comment: 



Date: 21/10-2020
Title: Balkong
Comment: 



Date: 22/10-2020
Title: Løren utsikt
Comment: 



Date: 22/10-2020
Title: Gang møbel
Comment: 



Date:26/10-2020 
Title: Analyse of interview 
Comment: one important part of understanding the interview is to see the lines back in the fami-
ly history, and try to put it in a system. Who ownes their homes, who rent, from where did you 
move, and how many times etc. 



Date: 27/10-2020
Title: Hvor var du i fjor Nikolai
Comment: 



Date:27/10-2020 
Title: portrait 3
Comment: This is a part of one of the portraits with a wiev at økern. 



Date: 28/10-2020
Title: kind of an exhibition
Comment: its mid-term and we have very confusing presentation, but a really good talk with the 
sensors. We discuss what we really are doing, and they try to help us decide what to do next. 



Date: 28/10-2020
Title: what now?
Comment: after the mid term we are a bit scared but also exhited to try to make a new norm, a 
new way of understanding the minimal requirements for apartments. 



Date: 28/10-2020
Title: Hva er en god bolig
Comment: 



Date: 28/10-2020
Title: Lag på lag
Comment: 



Date: 29/10-2020
Title: Lag på lag
Comment: 



Date: 30/10-2020
Title: Skisse
Comment: 



Date: 2/11-2020
Title: ny plass
Comment: 



Date: 4/11-2020
Title: Film
Comment: 



Date: 4/11-2020
Title: Film
Comment: 



Date: 5/11-2020
Title: oversikt
Comment: 



Date: 5/11-2020
Title: Film
Comment: 



Date: 6/11-2020
Title: Byggehallen
Comment: 



Date: 11/11-2020
Title: Context
Comment: 



Date: 11/11-2020
Title: Perfekt sirkel
Comment: 



Date: 12/11-2020
Title: Tegning
Comment: 



Date: 12/11-2020
Title: Krakk
Comment: 



Date: 17/11-2020
Title: Den første planen
Comment: 



Date: 25/11-2020
Title: Vasen
Comment: 



Date: 25/11-2020
Title: Film om en vase
Comment: 



Date: 26/11-2020
Title: Økern
Comment: 



Date: 26/11-2020
Title: Film
Comment: 



Date: 27/11-2020
Title: Ramme
Comment: 



Date: 27/11-2020
Title: Mot Normen - første print
Comment: 



Date: 27/11-2020
Title:Rot
Comment: 



Date: 1/12-2020
Title: Moving in
Comment: 



Date: 1/12-2020
Title: Lysestake
Comment: 



Date: 1/12-2020
Title: Film
Comment: 



Date: 2/12-2020
Title: Lysestake på utstilling
Comment: 



Date: 3/12-2020
Title: Lysestake på utstilling
Comment: 



Date: 6/12-2020
Title: Blomster
Comment: 



Date: 6/12-2020
Title: Tittel
Comment: 



Date: 10/12-2020
Title: Fika
Comment: 



Date: 13/12-2020
Title: Slutten
Comment: 
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